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“To project and draw in space with the help of new devices, to use this space and construct
with it as if it were a newly acquired material - that is my endeavour." Julio González
Julio González is today regarded alongside Constantin Brancusi, Pablo Picasso and Alberto
Giacometti as one of the foremost pioneers of modern sculpture and the father of the
tradition of welded iron sculpture that extends from the early 1930s to the present day. In
the last ten years of his life, González produced an unprecedented run of constructed iron
masterpieces that radically transformed the entire nature of modern sculpture and opened
a new path for a younger generation of sculptors.
The catalyst for this dramatic transformation of González's art was a celebrated
collaboration with Picasso between 1928 and 1932 that liberated both artists' creative
potential and produced some of the most revolutionary and exciting sculptures of the
20th century. Because of the radical impact on both men's work,
González and Picasso's sculptures were also to have on a generation of younger
sculptors such as David Smith, Eduardo Chillida and Anthony Caro, this collaboration
between the two Spanish artists who had been friends since first meeting in Barcelona
. the turn of the century, has taken on a legendary status.
at
The resulting metal wire-like constructions that Picasso and González made together
completely transformed both men’s work, for, by recreating the lines from Picasso's
drawings in three dimensions with real tangible elements, they came to realise how, for
the first time, both interior and exterior space could be articulated into a very real and
integral part of sculpture itself.
Julio González, First Master of the Torch, is a new exhibition at Ordovas and includes a
strong group of irons by González with highlights from the Institut Valencia d’Art Modern
collection such as Monsieur cactus, (Homme cactus I - 1939), Les amoureux, (1932-33), and
Tete aux grands yeux , (1930) from Lehmbruck Museum, amongst others. The exhibition
also shows The Woman Bandit, 1956-1958, by David Smith; Oyarax I, 1954, by Eduardo
Chillida; and Table Piece!LXXXV, 1969, by Anthony Caro.
Julio González, Arcueil ca. 1939, photograph by Hans Hartung, courtesy of Hartung Bergmann Fondation
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Editors’ notes
1.

The last exhibition in London dedicated to Julio González (1876-1942) took place over
twenty years ago (1990) at the Whitechapel Art Gallery.

2. The constructive technique of building with welded iron forms into free form
compositional conjunctions in space - later termed "drawing in space" - allowed
González to develop from the rather crude and essentially Cubist technique that he had
been applying in a series of planar and essentially flat masks in the late 1920s, into a
fully rounded play of mass, space and volume in a series of outstanding mask-heads of
1930-33 that effectively marked the beginning of a new era in modern sculpture.
3. Although the importance of González is unquestionable, he still remains relatively
unknown. This exhibition intends to look at the impact that his work and collaboration
with Picasso had on a younger generation of artists – an influence that continues today.
According to Anthony Caro, “it was González who first showed that his medium could
become a valid art form.” (An Interview with Sir Anthony Caro by Robert Brown, 16 April,
1999.)
4. Julio González, First Master of the Torch, is Ordovas’ second exhibition and follows its
acclaimed autumn 2011 exhibition, Irrational Marks: Bacon and Rembrandt.
5. When Ordovas opened in June 2011 it made a commitment to a public gallery
programme staging museum-quality exhibitions as well as offering a private space for
selling 20th century and contemporary art in the secondary market.
For further details please contact Emma Robertshaw at communications@ordovasart.com
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